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I Want To Save You
Something Corporate

After not being able to find chords to this song ANYwhere online (since its a
live acoustic version) I decided to plunk something out that sounds close enough
to the way SoCo plays it. This is a really fun song to play and sing. Especially
for MOAO.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             I WANT TO SAVE YOU - Something Corporate
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Frank
Email:

Tuning:Standard

Ok, so what I ve done is labelled the chords for the first verse and the chorus.
The rest of the acoustic version of the song just follows the same pattern. You
can throw in some hammers and pull-offs on the b string with your middle finger
if you want, but its not necessary for this to sound great. Sounds best with
barre
chords, 8 beats to a measure (123 123 12). Make sure to change quickly between
chords to get that SoCo sound.

Eb              Ab      
Standing on the edge of morning
C                Ab
Scent of sex and New Found Glory 
C                Ab              C    Ab
Playing as she s pulling back her hair
Eb                    Ab
She drives away she s feeling worthless 
C              Ab
Used again but nothings different 
C                        Ab                C    Ab    
She d stay the night but knows he doesn t care

Eb               Ab
Home by three to deafening quiet
C                          Ab
The porch lights off guess they forgot it
C                    Ab                 C    Ab
She d cry herself to sleep but she don t dare

C(let ring)           C  Ab Bb
And she wants to be a model 



C                       Ab
She wants to hear she s beautiful
She s beautiful

Eb Ab     C       Ab Bb
I want to save you
Eb Ab     C       Ab
I want to save you
Eb Ab      C        Ab
I need you, to save me too
Eb Ab     C      Ab
I want to save you


